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ABSTRACT 
 
Virtualization technologies and secure cloud on-demand 
services escalate the need of cloud orchestration. Numerous 
Cloud Service Providers enhance the orchestration of cloud 
services based on well-configured projects. Several factors 
make customers cross-fingered to host resources on cloud in 
terms of virtualization, security, cost, load balancing, 
resource deployment, utilization and more. High demand to 
on-cloud services tend towards security and policies. Google 
Kubernetes Engine migrates the resources from cloud to GKE 
and supports security policies. The major view of this study is 
to focus on the key issue in the design of the cluster and 
decisions towards network set up to secure user projects. Use 
of subnets and cluster design policies secure the cloud 
applications to a greater extent. The Kubernetes cluster 
architecture and design considerations are applied and 
implemented on GKE in GCP and the results are shown.  
 
Key words : configuration, deployment, devops, GKE, 
orchestration, security, virtualization 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Computing on cloud become essential in order to address the 
situations of data dulge.  Use of data generating tools grow 
exponentially during the situations of COVID-19. Physical 
transactions were on hold due to pandemic situations and 
almost for almost past eight months in India, all the business 
transactions run online. Many businesses started to run on 
cloud due to which concern towards security in cloud has 
become a mere concern [21-24]. Cloud security at various 
levels of application design in view of Iaas, Paas, Saas have 
different security concerns and design details to deal with [1]. 
In recent technological evolutions, cloud computing has 
numerous cloud orchestration frameworks at horizontal and 
vertical levels. Even the multi-cloud infrastructures have 
become the trend of technology usage [2].  Hybrid deployment 
models combine public and private clouds. Cloud services are 
provided by web host applications directly. This enhances the 
resource mobility [3].  Cloud orchestrations using containers 

 
 

are lighter than the virtual machines. On-premise cloud 
orchestration using containers is another framework of cloud 
service. Set of container images are tested to be away from 
risk using image scanning tools [4]. Secure orchestration in 
hybrid cloud environment using OpenStack is another 
category of work in which the orchestration performed 
following few security policies within a data center [5]. 
Configuring a secure cloud is another complex task. 
Model-driven orchestrations whose concern is to design a 
secure-aware model in cloud [6].  Various cloud architectures 
and applications using cloud technologies were researched 
using various algorithms and techniques to deal with security 
issues [7]-[20]. 
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2. GKE KUBERNETES SERVER 
 
GKE maintains some elements in the cluster and the 
container takes care of some other elements. User has a choice 
of options of elements from these two. Cluster Master runs the 
Kubernetes process. Master’s life cycle is managed by GKE 
during the modifications in the cluster. Master is responsible 
deciding what runs on each work nodes and for containerized 
applications and managing life cycle of work nodes in the 
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cluster. In GKE, user can specify the minimum and maximum 
scale of node pool. Master and the nodes communicate using 
Kubernetes API. Kubernetes API calls directly via http or 
grcp or indirectly from CLI. Master runs the API Kubernetes 
server to process request. Clusters master API server is the 
hub for all the communications in the cluster. APIM provide 
management, monitoring and authentication services. Also, 
container registry is a private container image. It is a single 
place where users can maintain Docker Images. It provides 
fine-grained access control. Most of the applications, docker 
hub is used as container registry for storing public docker 
images. But, for control access to images there is a need to use 
private registry like container registry. Container registry can 
be accessed through secured http end-points. It helps to push, 
pull or manage images from any system, VM instance or 
hardware 
.  
2.1 Virtualization and Shared Houses 
 
In shared machines are not isolated. System utilizes common 
library, applications and OS. Virtual machines are isolated. 
In Containerization, isolation is preserved. In a containerized 
machine we need to specify a node machine type and OS 
image. Machine type is a set of virtualized hardware resources 
required by the user that is available to virtual machine 
instance including things like memory size, virtualized CPU. 
Each node is a standard compute engine machine type like the 
default one is N1-1 with one virtual CPU and 3.75 GB of 
memory. User can define their required machine type. Using 
GKE user can create their own cluster based on suitable 
budget requirements. A compute engine supplies an 
optimized OS images with docker installed. Users can create 
singe zone, multi-zone or regional cluster.  Cluster type 
selection impacts the cluster’s availability. 
 
3.  GKE WORKLOADS 
 
In Kubernetes a job is termed as  a Pod. It is a basic unit of 
deployment in a container. A worker node run pods with 
container. A pod represents a single instance in a running 
cluster. Pods can contain one or more docker containers. 
Kubernetes volumes allows containers and pods to share data. 
Pods can be moved to their nodes without reconfiguring. GKE 
uses IP tables to make nodes communicate directly due to 
which load balancers will not have failure issues. After 
creating .yaml file of a pod, it is uploaded to master. Then 
master decides which node to run further. If a pod stops 
running and restarts then the pod needs to define and deploy a 
replica specifying how many pods are run. In such case It is 
not a pod it is the deployment node that has meta data as 
deployment name, replica set, no. of pods to run, which pods 
to run in deployment and pods labels and containers. Health 
check of labeled nodes is done using http or gcp port to check 
on pod.   

4. SECURE GKE CLUSTER 
Users and administrators can use security measures to enable 
running container help another container in the same cluster. 
Nodes in cluster run and GC helps to enable the user projects. 
Privileges or containerized processes need to have some 
threshold in order to maintain security in a Kubernetes 
cluster. Few settings allow to change security settings of 
processes like user and group, available Linux capabilities 
and escalating privileges. Project creation need to have much 
focus on cluster design, based on application needs. 
Application deployment covers how to build and deploy 
images securely. Kubernetes Engines allows standard Google 
Cloud services and standards like projects, IAMs and VPNs 
etc.  
 
4.1 Key Points to maintain for Cluster Security: 

1. Communication needs of pods: Give firewall rules to 
allow connections to only those pods that need 
communication. Otherwise, block everything and set 
of white lists to identify the connectivity required.  

2. Conventions to deploy cloud networks: Check 
existing network security connections and then 
make new one’s compatible. 

3. Which networks need to be given access to operate 
with Kubernetes control plane: Configure only the 
smallest set of authorized networks to do job 
securely.  

4. IP mask enabling to all nodes in a cluster: IP mask 
reading has no drawbacks. It should be made by 
default enablement.  

5. Limit level of access to workload: Create service 
accounts specific to applications to access 
Kubernetes Engine to access when there is a need. 
Best practice is to keep the number low as much as 
possible. It should follow custom limit service 
accounts.  Application should not use service 
accounts for resource access. Need to have Google 
Account or Google Cloud account. Credential 
rotations are also best practices. 

 
4.2 Key Decisions and Constraints to secure network: 
 

1. Subnets span multiple zones but cannot span multiple 
regions. 

2. Create firewall rules to allow traffic in between 
subnets.  

3. Use tags to properly tag Kubernetes Engine rules and 
firewall rules from which facts need to be taken. 
Also, need to take care about public and private 
access. 

4. Least privileges are best practice. 
5. Meta data contains credentials and could be exploited 

if the pod compromises.  
6. Binary Authorization on GCP for Software Supply 

Chain for software integrity and quality before 
deployment. 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

GKE procedures to scale and manage containers with 
required cluster setup.  
Span regions within a single cloud environment. Challenges 
include Mixed resources, limited reachability, availability etc. 
Current deployment of heterogenous methods helps to resolve 
these challenges by multi-cloud deployments, fronting 
on-premise data, continuous integration and delivery. 
 
In the code, different stages of secure cloud cluster shown 
from Figure 1-12, starting from Cloud setup and configuring 
a project with the given user authorization is done. 

 
Figure 1: Configure a project 

 
Figure 2: Zone setting and orchestration with GKE 

. 

 
Figure 3:A bootcamp cluster is created 

 
Figure 4: Version based deployment is done 

 
kubectl explain deployment --recursive 

 
Figure 5: Recursive deployment is done 

 

 
Figure 6: Create deployment and get  replicas, pods, services 

 

Figure 7: Frontend service with exteral IP is created and displayed 
communication. 
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Figure 8: Scaling of deployment to 5 nodes 
 

 
Figure 9: Rollout history of deployments 

 
Figure 10: Paused the rolled out history 

 
Figure 11: Final rollout of history 

 
Figure 12: Secure Cluster Detail 

5. CONCLUSION 
Devops needs orchestrating cloud resources and to manage a 
secure cluster in Google Kubernetes Engine. Most of the 
server to client environments are communicated based on 
secure http: services. Security of cloud is based on the cluster 
design based on user application demand services. GKE 
security has some of the best practices that can enhance 
security in cloud. In the current study, implementation of user 
project using GKE server with required cluster design was 
orchestrated for efficient and secure cloud usage. By 
following the specified key points and applying the decisions 
in networking issues improves the quality and security of 
cloud resource utilization with GKE clusters. 
.  
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